Trends in ACC front properties and location
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The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) consists of a series of fronts that separate distinctive biogeochemical zones: from south to north, the Southern ACC Zone (SACCZ),
Southern ACC Front (SACCF), Antarctic Zone (AZ), Polar Front (PF), Polar Frontal Zone (PFZ), Subantarctic Front (SAF), and Subantarctic Zone (SAZ). Some studies [1],[2] suggest that
the positions of the ACC fronts are correlated with the Southern Hemisphere westerlies, and that the fronts are shifting southwards with the wind, while others [3],[4] find that warming
shifts contours of sea surface height (SSH) without shifting the fronts themselves. Comparison and interpretation of results is complicated by the different methods and definitions used
by different investigators. This study aims to verify and compare the time variability and trends of the front locations on repeat hydrographic line SR1b in Drake Passage based on both
subsurface hydrographic criteria and streamline proxy methods from satellite altimetry.
1. Deriving front locations from SR1b CTD time series
Depth-integrated geostrophic shear maxima
●
23 CTD sections on SR1b,
11/1993 - 12/2017
● Jets are defined as peaks in u
, the baroclinic
2000
velocity at the surface relative to 2000 dbar or to
the deepest common level (black line in Figure
2) where shallower than 2000 dbar
Each jet is identified as a particular front based
on the water masses on either side

2. Dynamic fronts vs. fronts at property criteria
SAF
the trend (± 95% confidence interval) in jet position matches the one in ON95- and GJ16property position time series: (-0.1 ± 0.2)°/decade
● time series of jet position is correlated with r>0.9 with both series of property criteria locations
● root mean square difference (RMSD) between jet and property positions is 0.19° and 0.27° for
ON95 and GJ16, respectively
●

●

When two frontal jets are indistinguishable, the
peak velocity of each is assumed half the
velocity at the combined peak
●

Fig. 3: SAF latitude based on u2000 (filled circles, size proportional to jet velocity), or using the property
criterion defined by ON95 (+) or GJ16 (x).

Fig. 1: SR1b repeat hydrographic line.
From [5], their Figure 1.

PF
● jet trend: (+0.38 ± 0.21)°/decade
● ON95 deep property criterion: trend (+0.16 ± 0.17)°/decade, r=0.82, RMSD=0.30°
● GJ16 deep property criterion: trend (+0.17 ± 0.17)°/decade, r=0.83, RMSD=0.31°
● ON95 shallow property criterion: trend (+0.30 ± 0.26)°/decade, r=0.52, RMSD=0.55°
● GJ16 shallow property criterion: trend (+0.32 ± 0.24)°/decade, r=0.64, RMSD=0.55°

Fixed property criteria
Front defined at the intersection
between an isotherm and a particular
isobar
●

We compare property criteria from
Orsi et al. (1995), hereafter ON95,
and Giglio and Johnson (2016),
hereafter GJ16
●

Table 1: Front definitions based on property
criteria (here potential temperature, θ).
Front

ON95

GJ16

SAF

4.0 °C at 400 dbar

3.34 °C at 400 dbar

N-most 2.0 °C at 200 N-most 1.3 °C at 200
PF
dbar/ S-most 2.2 °C dbar/ S-most 2.17 °C
below 800 dbar
below 800 dbar
S-most 1.8 °C below
SACCF
500 dbar

Fig. 2: Conservative Temperature (Θ) section (bottom).
Markers show the location of property criteria (see
legend and Table 1). Specified contours highlight the
isotherms in ON95 front definition (solid, colours), neutral
density (dotted, black), and the deepest common level
(solid, black). Top figure illustrates the original and
smoothed u2000 profiles with labelled jets and zones.

More than one instance of a front is allowed,
to account for meanders and eddies
●

3. How well do jets align with a fixed SSH contour?
maps of the SSH field (¼º grid) are made available by Copernicus Marine and Environmental
Service in collaboration with AVISO
● the contour associated with a jet is the time mean of the SSH value at the jet position (as
defined in Section 1) for every occupation
●

Fig. 4: As in Fig. 3, for the PF.

SACCF
● because the SACCF often has multiple instances on any one section, with relatively
weak velocity signature, the main jet position is defined as the velocity-weighted average
of up to 4 identified jet positions
● trend in velocity-weighted average jet position: (+0.11 ± 0.18)°/decade
● trend in position of northernmost SACCF jet: (+0.08 ± 0.23)°/decade
● S-most jet trend: (+0.22 ± 0.24)°/decade
● some jet and property criterion positions coincide, but many jets are not associated
with ON95 property criterion, which tends to be found farther south

SAF
● trend of the main jet contour sampled at the CTD occupation times: (-0.04 ± 0.17)°/decade
● trend based on daily SSH fields: (-0.03 ± 0.17)°/decade
● main SSH contour and jet correlation r = 0.76 and RMSD 0.26°

Fig. 6: SAF latitude based on u2000 (filled circles, black) and on the mean SSH contour
associated with the main jet (magenta). The second contour (cyan) is obtained by replacing the
main jet locations in the latitude time series with secondary instances of the jet (filled circles,
grey), where found. Markers are scaled by velocity at the peak.
PF
● trend of the main jet contour sampled at the CTD occupation times: (+0.2 ± 0.2)°/decade
● trend based on daily SSH fields: (+0.03 ± 0.15)°/decade
● correlation and RMSD of the main SSH contour with the jet, respectively: 0.84 and 0.25°

Fig. 5: As in Fig. 3, for the SACCF. Dark grey filled circles – average jet location weighted by u 2000 at the
jet peak; dark/light violet filled circles – N-most/S-most jet instance; light grey filled circles – other jet
instances.

SR1b-based property criteria
the average SR1bbased θ at the jet
positions are closer to
ON95 than GJ16 criteria
● PF shallow and deep
properties warming at
similar rates (though only
deep trend is significant)
●

Table 2: Property criteria analogous to those derived by ON95 and
GJ16, based on mean properties at SR1b jet locations, with their
standard deviations and trends
Front

Mean θ ± StDev (°C)

Trend ± 95% CI (°C/decade)

SAF

3.74 ± 0.50

+0.03 ± 0.22

PF

N-most 1.99 ± 0.79 at 200 dbar
S-most 2.49 ±0.39 below 800 dbar

+0.21 ± 0.35 at 200 dbar
+0.17 ± 0.09 below 800 dbar

SACCF

1.86 ± 0.22

+0.06 ± 0.09

4. Summary
Both jet and property definitions of the SAF show a consistent, although not significant,
southward trend that is smaller in size than the year-to-year variability.
● While both ON95 and GJ16 positions for the SAF are well-correlated with the jet position, the
GJ16 position is centred slightly south of the jet and ON95 positions.
●

Fig. 7: As in Fig. 6, for the PF.
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The PF jet has a significant northward trend. The shallow property criteria have a significant
trend of ¾ the size, while the deep criteria have no significant trend.
● However, the mean and year-to-year variability in PF jet position are better captured by the
deep property criteria.
● For the PF, warming (Table 2) partially compensates for the northward migration of the jet,
producing smaller northward trends in both properties and SSH contours, consistent with [4].
●

SSH contour method works about as well as property criteria at tracking the SAF and PF jet
positions from year to year, consistent with [8].
● Trends in SSH contour positions are smaller than for the jets; tracking an SSH contour does
not reproduce the significant trend in PF jet position.
● The SSH record also shows, however, that temporal aliasing may be an issue even for the
relatively highly-sampled SR1b time series (consistent with [5]).
●

The SACCF appears qualitatively different to the SAF and PF: multiple jets frequently occur
and are not as closely associated with a particular property contour.
● The ON95 property-based SACCF is often found south of any distinguishable jet, and near
the southern boundary of the ACC waters (again based on ON95).
●
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